
 

Kristy Sell 
Nick names:  
None have really stuck.  Blondie and Floss are as close as it comes.   
 

Position with MBS:  

Director - Environmental Science 
 

Joined MBS in:  

January 2001 
 

First Project at MBS:  

Basin Minerals Environmental Effects Statement 

 

Capabilities:  
Environmental Approvals and Impact Assessment, Environmental Management, Strategic Planning, Environmental Auditing, 
Compliance Management and some creative writing for clients who haven’t quite worked out what they want to do yet….. 
 
Education: 
High school at South Dubbo High followed by a Bachelor of Natural Resources at the University of New England (hons) after 
convincing my mother that if I went to rural university I wouldn’t end up marrying a farmer!  Later I did a Graduate Diploma in Natural 
Resources Law at Wollongong University as I seemed to be spending more time on compliance work courtesy of being based at a 
high profile mine in NSW and thought it would be helpful if I understood what language lawyers were talking.  I was going to do my 
Masters when I was having time off when I had the kids, but somehow that time off never really seemed to happen. 
 
Where I’m from and how I ended up at MBS: 
My first mining job was at Broken Hill doing vacation work for Pasminco as I figured it had to be better than fruit picking like my friends 
and at worst, it paid much better.  It was and I followed it up with another vac work stint in the Hunter Valley coal mines.  After that, I 
was hooked and was the odd girl in the Natural Resources faculty at uni who wanted to go into mining.  Degree completed, and after 
shivering though 4 years in Armidale NSW, I wanted to go somewhere warmer and ended up as WMC’s first ever environmental 
graduate and was placed at the Kalgoorlie Nickel Smelter.  I left WMC and moved to Northparkes Mines 2 years later and started the 
week after the 60 minutes duck kill expose and learnt a lot very quickly about cyanide, ducks and how not to get stuck on a TSF in a 
hovercraft.  North Ltd gave me some fantastic opportunities at Northparkes and other operations in the 5 years I worked for them.  
After spending 2 years at the Iron Ore Company of Canada in Labrador for them, I came back to Australia on the eve of the Rio Tinto 
take over.  Like most of the enviros, I was retrenched late in 2000, took the opportunity to get married to Campbell and then joined 
Wolf at Martinick McNulty in 2001 (Thanks Hui).  I worked with Wolf on the Basin Minerals approvals and other projects and took the 
big step of taking on some ownership and setting up MBS with Wolf and Lance in late 2002 in an effort to be more in control of my 
work destiny in the future. 
 
Something you didn’t know about me:   
My first job was working in a family friend’s jewellers store on Saturday mornings.  He encouraged us to wear 
the jewellery so people saw it on, admired it and then bought it.  My Dad told me any future boyfriend 
/husband would hate Peter Carolyn as he fostered a love of “real” jewellery in me at a young age.   
Now I help clients mine the stuff to make the things I like and Campbell just rolls his eyes when I tell  
him I’m supporting his industry. 
 
Favourite quote from client:  
“Ms Sell ……. Please just make them go away.” In response to protracted “discussions”  
with regulators. 
 


